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Abstract
In spoken language, sentence boundaries are much less explicit
than in written language. Since conventional natural language
processing (NLP) techniques are generally designed assuming the
sentence boundaries are already given, it is crucial to detect the
boundaries accurately for applying such NLP techniques to spo-
ken language. Classification frameworks, such as Support Vector
Machines (SVMs) and Conditional Random Fields (CRFs), can
be used to detect the boundaries. With these methods, the sen-
tence boundaries are determined based on local sentence-end-like
word sequences around the boundaries. However, the methods do
not evaluate whether or not each block determined by the bound-
aries is appropriate as a sentence. We have proposed sequential
dependency analysis (SDA), which extracts the dependency struc-
ture of unsegmented word sequences with a subsidiary mechanism
of sentence boundary detection. In this paper, we extend SDA
by combining it with CRFs to reflect both the properties of local
word sequences and the appropriateness as a sentence. In this way
we achieve more accurate sentence boundary detection. The ex-
perimental result shows that our proposed method provides better
detection accuracy than that obtained with SVMs or CRFs alone.
Our method can also work sequentially because it is based on the
SDA framework and can be used for on-line spoken applications.

Index Terms: sentence boundary detection, CRF, sequential de-
pendency analysis

1. Introduction
Natural language processing (NLP) is a key technology for re-
trieving useful information automatically from raw text data by
several types of linguistic analysis, such as tagging and lexical-
dependency analysis. Automatic speech recognition expands the
applicability of NLP, since it can provide text transcriptions of
speech contained in raw audio data. Thus any NLP technique has
the potential to deal with audio data through its transcribed text.

However, problems arise when analyzing such transcribed text
data. For example, in most types of linguistic analysis, sentence
boundaries are assumed to be given and many NLP applications,
such as language translation and summarization, regard sentences
as basic processing blocks. It is known, however, that sentence
boundaries are much less explicit in spoken language than in
written language. When applying NLP to spoken language, this
makes the accurate detection of boundaries between sentences or
sentence-like blocks in speech-transcribed texts a crucial issue.

To detect the boundaries in an unpunctuated text, we can
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ze such classification frameworks as Hidden Markov Mod-
HMMs), Support Vector Machines (SVMs), and Conditional
dom Fields (CRFs) [1]. These approaches learn whether a lo-
ord sequence has the properties of a sentence end, and detect
ence boundaries based on the patterns of the sequence of a few
ds. However, a sentence end can be expressed in various ways
oken language and the sentence boundaries should be detected
idering the appropriateness as a sentence.

We have recently proposed sequential dependency analy-
SDA) [2], which extracts dependency relationships between
ds with a subsidiary mechanism of sentence boundary detec-
. In this paper, SDA is expanded by combining it with a chunk-
method based on CRFs. CRFs divide an input word sequence
meaningful clusters, such as base-phrases, and provide the
erior probabilities that are for sentence boundary and for the
r boundary of meaningful clusters. Then SDA is employed to
ct sentence boundaries taking account of the posterior proba-
ies indicated by the CRFs while extracting dependency struc-
s between the meaningful clusters. With our proposed method,
appropriateness of a sentence boundary is evaluated from two
dpoints, namely the properties of a local word sequence es-
ted by the CRFs, and the appropriateness of a sentence esti-
d by analyzing the dependency structure. This significantly
roves the accuracies of both sentence boundary detection and
ndency analysis, which can synergistically enhance the over-
erformance of spoken language analysis.

In addition, our proposed method has the advantage of being
icable to on-line systems such as simultaneous interpretation,
ch summarization for on-line captioning, and spoken dialogue
ems. As with the original SDA, the algorithm can accept a
d sequence sent continuously from a speech recognizer, and
ct sentence boundaries. This paper is organized as follows. In
ion 2, we present a boundary detection framework for word
ters and sentences based on the CRF chunking approach. Sec-
3 describes parsing and training algorithms for SDA. In sec-
4, we present our proposed combination of CRF chunking and
for the accurate detection of sentence boundaries. The exper-
tal results reported in section 5 clearly show the effectiveness
ur approach for detecting sentence boundaries.

2. Chunking based on CRFs
Chunking

nking in NLP is the procedure used to divide a token (word)
ence into groups. One group consists of continuous tokens

September 17-21, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania



and is called a chunk.
Most conventional chunking methods distinguish the groups

by labeling each token. Some label representations are proposed
in [3]. With IOB21, which is one type of representation, the label
“B” means the token is at the beginning of a chunk, “I” means the
token is involved in the current chunk, and “O” means the token is
not involved in the current chunk.
It is possible to distinguish different types of chunks by em-

ploying different labels. In this paper, since we use a chunking
method to detect both sentence boundaries and meaningful clus-
ter boundaries, we introduce two labels Bs and Bb instead of B,
where Bs represents the first token of a sentence and Bb represents
the first token of a meaningful cluster that is not at the beginning
of a sentence.

2.2. Conditional random fields
CRFs are discriminative models designed for sequence labeling
problems such as tagging, named-entity extraction, and chunking.
Suppose that the random variable sequences X and Y rep-

resent input sequences and label sequences, respectively, and the
generic input and label sequences are denoted as x and y, respec-
tively.
A CRF on (X , Y ) is specified by a local feature vector f and

the corresponding weight vector λ. The CRF’s global feature vec-
tor is given by F (y, x) =

P
i
f (y, x, i). i denotes the position

number. Then, the conditional probability distribution based on
the CRF is defined as

Pλ(Y |X) =
exp(λ · F (Y , X))

Zλ(X)
(1)

where Zλ(X) =
P

y expλ ·F (y, X). The most probable label

sequence ŷ for input sequence x is

ŷ = arg max
y

Pλ(y|x) = arg max
y

λ · F (y, x)

and can be searched for efficiently using the Viterbi algorithm.
Now we represent the transition matrix Mi(x) =

[Mi(y, y′|x)] from y to y′ for position i asMi(y, y′|x) = expλ ·
f (y, y′, x, i). We can efficiently calculate the observation proba-
bility of y at position i given x with the forward-backward algo-
rithm.

Pλ(Y i = y|x) =
αi(y|x)β

i
(y|x)

Zλ(x)
(2)

where the forward and backward vectors,αi(x) and β
i
(x), which

are initialized on α0 = 1 and β|x| = 1, are defined by

αi(x) = αi−1(x)Mi(x) where 0 < i ≤ |x|

β
i
(x) = Mi+1(x)β

i+1(x) where 1 ≤ i < |x|.

Equation (2) represents the appropriateness of the label being y at
position i.
CRFs can decide the label of a token considering the labels

of the anteroposterior positions of the token, and this is an advan-
tage over HMMs and SVMs. However, in practice, the decision
as regards each label is seldom affected by long distance tokens
because the influence of the local features f , which express the
property extracted from the local tokens, is too strong.

1IOB2 was newly proposed, adding a slight difference to the original
IOB, which was renamed IOB1 in [3].
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3. Sequential dependency analysis
object of dependency analysis is to extract the dependency
ture of a sentence, which constitutes the modification rela-
ships between units (meaningful clusters or words). Generally,
n a unit u modifies a unit v, it is said that u links to v and this
presented as u→v. u is called the modifier and v is called the
. A unit that does not modify any units in a sentence is called
ntence head. A dependency structureD is represented with a
f head units “v1, v2, · · · , vN” corresponding to modifier units
u2, · · · , uN”.
Dependency analysis finds the most appropriate dependency
ture D∗ from the hypothetical structures of a sentence. The
t general method is based on probabilistic parsing. Where a
sequence U is given,

D∗ = arg max
D

P (D|U ) (3)

P (D|U ) =
NY

i=1

P (ui→vi|Φ(ui, vi, U )). (4)

Φ(ui, v, U ) is a linguistic feature vector.

i→v|Φ(ui, v, U )) is modeled based on the maximum
opy method as

(ui→v|Φ(ui, v, U )) =
exp(w·Φ(ui, v))P

c∈Ci
exp(w·Φ(ui, c))

,

reCi represents the set of candidates for the head of ui. Using
ed training data, the weight vector w can be estimated based
he maximum entropy criterion so as to distinguish the correct
of ui from the other candidates.
We have already proposed sequential dependency analysis
A) [2]. In spoken language, sentence boundaries are unknown
also the input unit sequence from a speech recognizer does not
ssarily end with the sentence boundary at an arbitrary time.
enables us to detect sentence boundaries while analyzing the
ndency structure of the input sequence. Thus SDA solves the
lem of conventional dependency analysis in which it is as-
ed that the sentence boundaries are already given. In SDA,
symbols <c> and <b> are introduced to represent an arbi-
unseen unit and a sentence boundary, respectively. The link
<c> denotes a dependent relationship where ui modifies a
in the unseen part of the input sequence. Figure 1 shows an ex-
le dependency structure of an incomplete sentence u1, u2, u3.
can obtain the dependency structure of incomplete sentences
ttaching <c> to the end of the input sequence observed until
urrent time.

u
1
  u

2
  u

3
  <c>

Figure 1: Dependency structure for incomplete sentences.

SDA can also detect sentence boundaries by adding the meta
bol <b> to the set of head candidates Ci . If the most likely
ndency structure D∗ has links to <b>, a sentence boundary
be detected at each position where <b> appears as a head. This
ns finding the most likely structure from all possible structures
ined from sequences including and not including <b>. But, it
sumed that <b> itself never links to another unit. Figure 2
s two dependency structures for the same input sequence. A



sentence boundary is detected on the left-hand side while it is not
detected on the right-hand side. Finally the better structure is se-
lected based on P (D|U ), and consequently it is decided whether
a sentence boundary exists or not. For sequential analysis, when
a new input sequence is received, SDA updates the links to <c>
in the already analyzed sequence and processes the new sequence.
This procedure is repeated for every input of new units.

u
1
  u

2
  u

3
  u

4
  <b>  u

5
  u

6
  u

7
  <c>     u

1
  u

2
  u

3
  u

4
  u

5
  u

6
  u

7
  <c>

Figure 2: Search for sentence boundaries based on dependency
analysis.

4. Sentence boundary detection based on the
combination with CRFs and SDA

4.1. Incremental chunking

We employ CRF-based chunking together with SDA, and expand
the method of chunking to increase the accuracy of boundary de-
tection by an incremental approach. This also enables us to employ
on-line processing for successive inputs of spoken language. Pro-
cessing each word sequence between two pauses is a natural way
of chunking. Since most pauses exist at boundaries of meaningful
clusters, the basic units are not broken by pauses. In addition, the
sequence usually has an appropriate length for processing. Thus it
is suitable for detecting meaningful-cluster boundaries. It is, how-
ever, unsuitable for detecting sentence boundaries. The preceding
context of the boundary is particularly important for the detection
of sentence ends. The simple pause-based approach cannot pro-
vide sufficient context information.

We avoid this problem by using the following procedure. First,
an input sequence before a pause is divided into meaningful clus-
ters by chunking. The result corresponds to the first chunks de-
picted in Figure 3. Before the chunking for the second interval,
we add the inputs that constituted the last meaningful cluster in
the first chunks (w3 to w6) to the beginning of the next input se-
quence. This procedure enables us to associate words prior to w7

with the local features f at the position i = 7 and potentially pro-
vides more accurate labeling.

In addition, we apply the rule that once labels are decided they
are never changed by subsequent analysis because we might obtain
different labels at the overlapping part. In Figure 3, the overlap-
ping part is from w3 to w6 and the labels in the final chunks are
reflected in the result for the first chunks.

w
1
  w

2
  w

3
  w

4 
 w

5
  w

6
  <pause> 

Bb        I      Bb     I      I      I             O

w
3
  w

4 
 w

5
  w

6   
<pause>  w

7
  w

8 
 w

9
  w

10   
w

11
   <pause>

Bb    I     Bb     I                O                 Bs      I          I          Bb          I                          O

w
1
  w

2
  w

3
  w

4 
 w

5
  w

6   
<pause>  w

7
  w

8 
 w

9
  w

10   
w

11
   <pause>

Bb          I      Bb    I       I       I             O                 Bs       I          I         Bb           I                          O

first chunks

second chunks

final chunks

Figure 3: Incremental chunking.
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SDA considering chunking probability
our proposed method, the dependency structure is extracted
DA while the sentence boundaries are being detected using
CRFs and SDA. The appropriateness of a sentence boundary
timated based on both equation 2 of the CRFs and the prob-
ty of linking <b> given by SDA. That is, SDA analyzes the
t appropriate unit sequence given by the CRFs where the de-
ency probability P (ui→v|Φ(ui, v, U )) is replaced with the
wing probability.

(ui→v|Φ(ui, v, U ))j
Pλ(Y (<b>) = Bs|W )α·P (ui→v|Φ) if v = <b>
Pλ(Y (<b>) = Bb|W )α·P (ui→v|Φ) otherwise

.(5)

b>) denotes the label given to a word that is next to a hy-
etic sentence boundary. This corresponds to the label of w6

igure 4, which considers the possibility of a sentence bound-
existing between w5 and w6. W is an input word sequence.

i, v, U ) is abbreviated toΦ. α is a scaling parameter.
In Figure 4, for example, assume that the word sequence
ivided into four units that are represented as rectangles. If
Y (<b>) = Bs|W )≈Pλ(Y (<b>) = Bb|W ), it is difficult
ecide the label of w6 solely by using the information provided
ocal words around w6. However, we can say that a sentence
dary exists between w5 and w6 if the probability that the head
nit u2 is <b> is much higher than for the other head candidates
2. Both the local and global views directly evaluate the sen-
e boundary appropriateness in our proposed method.

w
1
  w

2
  w

3
  w

4 
 w

5
  (<b>)  w

6   
w

7
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 w
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P(u
2

<b>|U)

P(Y
(<b>)

=Bs|W)

u
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u
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u
3                        

u
4

re 4: Combination of chunking and dependency analysis for
ence boundary detection.

5. Experiment
Corpus of Spontaneous Japanese (CSJ) [4] contains 604 hours
peech talk data and includes many annotations such as tran-
tions, sentence boundaries, dependency structures, pause in-
als and bunsetsu boundaries.
Bunsetsus are phrasal units in Japanese and consist of one or
e content words, such as nouns and verbs, and zero or more
tion words, such as postpositions. All bunsetsus are continu-
that is, every word belongs to one of the bunsetsus. A sen-
e boundary can exist where a bunsetsu boundary is located.
es in speech are recognized as bunsetsu boundaries in CSJ.
adopted bunsetsus as meaningful clusters and tried to detect
etsu boundaries and sentence boundaries simultaneously.
We divided 189 talk data into a training set, a development
, and a test set. All experiments were done for transcriptions.

talks sentences bunsetsus words

ining set 169 16, 885 184, 409 419, 742
velopment data 10 715 11, 193 26, 539
t set 10 1, 012 11, 162 26, 122

To indicate the advantages of our proposed method, we pre-
d the most general situation as a baseline. Here, normal de-



pendency analysis was used to extract the dependencies between
bunsetsus after the input sequence had been provided with both
bunsetsu and sentence boundaries by the chunking method. We
define normal dependency analysis as dependency analysis given
sentence boundaries.

SVMs and CRFs were applied to the chunking method. First,
we indicate their chunking accuracy. The input sequences con-
sisted not only of words but also of marks indicating pauses of
over 0.2 msec. The features were surfaces and Parts-of-Speech
(POSs) and POS-subcategories of inputs from position i − 3 to
i+3, and their combinations. In addition, labels of positions i−3
to i − 1 were used for SVMs, and Bi-gram features of each label
were used for CRFs.

Table 1 shows the F-values for the sentence boundary detec-
tion and the bunsetsu detection. The excellent discrimination abil-
ity of SVMs resulted in highly accurate bunsetsu detection. How-
ever CRFs that considered a wider label sequence were better than
SVMs for sentence boundary detection. We believe that sentence
boundary detection is more difficult than bunsetsu detection, and
that analysis using only local information is insufficient for accu-
rate sentence boundary detection.

Table 1: Sentence boundary and bunsetsu detection accuracy of
SVMs and CRF chunking.

sentence boundary bunsetsu detection
detection accuracy accuracy

SVMs 84.5 96.8
CRFs 85.5 96.5

Next, we employed normal dependency analysis for the above
bunsetsu sequences given by the SVMs and CRFs. The result was
compared with that of our proposed method where the input se-
quence was directly analyzed using CRFs and SDA, incrementally
and sequentially.

The feature vectors of dependency analysis Φ were sur-
face forms, POSs, POS-subcategories, inflection types, inflection
forms, beginning, distance, and their combinations. With our pro-
posed method, surface forms of meta symbols were added to the
feature vectors as well as those of other regular words.

We determined the value of α in our proposed method, used
in equation (5), so as to maximize the accuracy of the sentence
boundary detection for the development data. The value used in
this experiment was 1.2. We confirmed that analysis accuracy is
not too sensitive around this value.

To calculate the dependency accuracy, we defined a correct
link as a link where the bunsetsu pair consisting of a head and a
modifier was correctly extracted and the bunsetsu boundaries were
correctly detected.

Table 2 shows the F-values of the dependency analysis and
sentence boundary detection. Baseline 1 corresponds to a normal
dependency analysis after SVM chunking, and baseline 2 corre-
sponds to that after CRF chunking had been employed. Therefore,
the sentence boundary detection of baselines 1 and 2 is achieved
by chunking and the accuracies are the same as those described in
Table 1.

Our proposed method performed more accurately than the
baselines, and the accuracy of the sentence boundary detection
was significantly improved. The analysis that took account of the
dependency relationships worked effectively for the detection of
sentence boundaries.
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e 2: The accuracy of dependency analysis and sentence
dary detection.

Dep Acc SBD Acc

baseline 1
NormDep (SVM chunking)

76.3 84.5

baseline 2
NormDep (CRF chunking)

75.7 85.5

proposed method 76.6 88.4

Acc:Dependency Accuracy, SBD Acc:Sentence Boundary Detection
racy, NormDep:Normal Dependency analysis.

The dependency accuracy of baseline 1 was better than that
aseline 2. This is based on the high bunsetsu detection rate
VMs. However, this difference is very small from a practical
dpoint because it is largely based on the bunsetsu detection
rs and, in fact, the extracted dependency relationships maintain
asiological appropriateness.
In contrast, the practical implication of the improvement in de-
ency accuracy achieved when using our proposed method is
iderable, because this improvement is based on the improve-
t in sentence boundary detection accuracy. The dependency
s between two sentences are extremely inappropriate and there
risk that they will generate an inexplicable semantic connec-
.

6. Conclusion
proposed a sentence boundary detection method based on the
bination of CRFs and SDA, which can simultaneously extract
dependency structures of meaningful clusters, such as base-
ses. With our proposed method, sentence boundaries are de-
d from two standpoints, the local properties of the word se-
ce evaluated by CRFs, and the appropriateness of the sen-
e, evaluated through analysis of the dependencies between
ningful clusters.
We showed that our method could detect sentence boundaries
e accurately than the single use of chunking based on SVMs
CRFs. In addition, we found that accurate sentence boundary
ction improves the accuracy of language processing.
In this paper, we focused on linguistic information for more
rate sentence boundary detection, but we also think acoustic
rmation, such as prosody, should be considered in future work.
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